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As a part of our searh for solar type elipsing binaries with gas streams we observedthe negleted variable, CR Canis Majoris [GSC 5973 1733, �(2000) = 7h18m2:s14, Æ(2000)= �19Æ40057:007℄. Deurink (1948) gave 16 times of minimum light and a starting ephemeris(realulated by us),HJD Tmin I = 2428094:488 (�0:008) + 0:62414 (�:00001)d� E: (1)Standard errors in the last digits are given in parentheses. His photographi lighturves suggest that CR CMa is a near ontat binary.The UBVRI light urves of CR CMa were taken at CTIO in Chile with the 0.9-mreetor on 27, 28, 30, 31, Deember 2002 and 1 January, by RGS. The CFIM 2K�2KT2K CCD amera was used, operating in a 1K�1K quad ampli�er mode for fast readouts.Standard UBVRI Johnson-Cousins �lters were used. The stars (GSC 5973 1418, �(2000)= 07h18m15:s25, Æ(2000) = �19Æ40027:007) and (GSC 5973 2291, �(2000) = 07h18m3:s86,Æ(2000) = �19Æ40031:008) were the omparison and hek stars, respetively. A �ndinghart of CR CMa (V), the omparison (C) and hek star (K) are given in Figure 1. 241frames in B, 240 V, 238 R and I, and 242 in U were taken. The light urves and olorurves of the variable are given in Figure 2 as normalized ux versus phase. Three meanepohs of minimum light were determined from U,B,V,R,I elipse timings using parabola�ts: HJD MIN II=2452635.7345�0.0007HJD MIN I =2452639.7905�0.0006=2452641.6634�0.0008We alulated the following linear ephemeris from our observations:HJD Tmin I = 2452641:6631 (�0:0006) + 00:62408 (�0:00010)d� E: (2)A linear �t to the 19 available timings of minimum light gave:HJD Tmin I = 2452641:6634 (�0:0052) + 0:624141545 (�0:0000002)d� E: (3)Our light urves were phased with Equation 2. Our B � V olor indies indiated aspetral type of F3V for the variable and the omparison stars. The hek star was G0V.
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We �rst used Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1992) to pre-model the light urves. BothV1010 Oph and Algol semidetahed on�gurations were tried. Only the seond of thesegave satisfatory �ts to the light urves. This is the on�guration where the smaller,ooler star �lls its Rohe lobe and the hotter primary star is under �lling.Using these starting values we alulated omplete simultaneous 5 olor syntheti lighturve solutions with the Wilson Code (Wilson & Devinney 1971, Wilson 1990, 1994).Our best solution indiates that the primary omponent is under-�lling its ritial Rohelobe (�ll-out = 89.76�0.07%) while the seondary omponent has reahed its ritialsurfae. Other parameters inlude temperature, T1= 7000 K (�xed), T2 = 4558 K, massratio m2/m1 = 0.34 and an inlination of 75.4 degrees. No spots were applied in ourpresent solution. Our solution is shown overlaying the data in Figure 1. A geometrialrepresentation of CR CMa is given in Figure 3.If mass onservative transfer is taking plae with the primary omponent as the gainer,the period would be inreasing and the system is separating. However, the spetral typeof the system may lead us to believe that magneti breaking is ating whih would leadto a dereasing period. These e�ets ould be o� setting. Plate arhival searhes andfuture monitoring of this system will be important providing lues to the atual orbitalbehavior.

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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